
Pictish Symbol Stones – Case Studies 

 

 
This is a composite collection of all 10 Case Studies. 

 
 
 

Site Name General Location RCAHMS Site Number 

Aberlemno Brechin / Forfar NO55NW 8, 26 & 33 

Bruceton Blairgowrie NO25SE 17 

Cossans Forfar NO45SW 4 

Dunfallandy Pitlochry  NN95NW 29 

Inveravon Aberlour / Grantown NJ13NE 7 

Kintore Inverurie NJ17NE 32 & 33; 

NJ71NE 69 

Maiden Stone Inverurie NJ72SW 1 

Rhynie Huntly NJ42NE 22, 30, 35, 36, 

52 & 53 

Tillytarmont Keith / Huntly NJ54NW 1, 11, 20 & 22 

Tullich Ballater NO39NE 2 
 

Locations by RCAHMS Site Number for all Objects on the Symbol Stones are 

at www.pictish-mithraism.com Appendix F. 
 
 

Individual and groups of objects on Pictish Symbol Stones serve to enable a 

message to be put over albeit often obscured in keeping with the Mysteries of 

Mithras (for Class 1 Stones) or a story from the Christian bible (for Class 2 

Stones). Additionally there are elements of transition between religious beliefs. 

These seem to be low key from Celtic belief and attributes to Pictish-Mithraism 

and high profile from Mithraism to Christianity – a prime purpose of Class 2 

with mixed iconography is this transition. Class 3 Stones with Christian 

symbolism only are not included.  
 

 

Photographs, sketches and drawings – © Norman J Penny. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.pictish-mithraism.com/


Aberlemno 

 
 

Features - together the three sites at Aberlemno (three Stones by the roadside at 

Crosstoun, one in the churchyard and one at nearby Flemington Farm) and 

nearby Woodwrae have Class 1 and 2 Stones covering many of the selected 

features for Case Studies (Dyce and Strathmartine appear to be the only other 

locations with both Class 1 and 2 Stones). These features are variously church 

location, near a river, open views, biblical story, a range of Symbol designs, 

people, animals, fantastic beasts and the possibility of the equivalent of a 

“cathedral” type setting. Woodwrae is included with this Aberlemno grouping 

as it is thought the Stone is from the Aberlemno location. 

 

The Class 2 church yard Stone has on one side a Latin Cross surrounded by 

beasts with exaggerated claws, Hippocamps and other creatures. The 

intertwined animals are in a style similar to that found in door frames to some 

church doors in Norway around 1000 CE (cast copy examples are in the 

Victoria and Albert Museum, London). The reverse has at its top a Z-Rod and 

Notched Rectangle adjacent to a Triple Disc Symbol with an extensive battle 

scene below – supposedly recording the 685 CE Battle of Dunnichen. This face 

of the Stone is laid out in registers with a “one- off” scene in the lower right of a 

foot soldier being attacked by what appears to be a crow / raven. 

 

At the top of the church yard Stone is a Z-Rod with Notched Rectangle (this is 

one of the simplest of the nine examples identified so far) which represents the 

same elements as the more numerous Z-Rod and Double Disc i.e. the flame-like 

rods. However, the flame directions are different from the other eight examples. 

Compared with the Z-Rod orientation when with Double Discs, the rods here 

are rotated ninety degrees counter-clockwise. Moving to the interpretation – the 

rods represent Cautes and Cautopates and their torches; in the morning or spring 

equinox there would typically be an upward flaming torch and in the evening or 

autumn equinox a downward extinguishing torch.   
 

 

 

The Notched Rectangle represents 

the Roman Mithraeum with side 

benches and end wall which 

typically housed the Tauroctony. 

 

 

 

 



These combined Symbols (Notched Rectangle and Z-Rod) are reminiscent of 

the practicing of the Mysteries of Mithras within an enclosed (often 

underground) Mithraeum – for Pictish-Mithraism the enclosed, or indoor, 

Mithraeum is replaced by the Open-Air Mithraeum. This symbolism could be 

instructional as to the origins of Pictish-Mithraism and the practice of Roman 

Mithraism in a Mithraeum. Perhaps placing this object at the top of the Stone 

has some significance in that the viewer looks skyward – perhaps expanding the 

symbolism of the Z to indicate the travel of the soul which would typically be 

shown by the arrows in the V-Rod & Crescent. 
 

Adjacent to the Z-Rod and Notched Rectangle is the Triple Disc – in general 

pattern (there are 15 of these objects) a large circle with two small circles on 

either side of a central axis. Kintradwell, near Brora has an almost identical 

example which also looks like a water container with a form of carrying ring on 

each side. Water and proximity to water are important in Roman Mithraism and 

this attribute may have been brought forward into Pictish-Mithraism. However, 

placing this Symbol at the top of the Stone would enable a prompt to look for 

the Zodiac and Capricorn in the night sky. The Triple Disc represents the 

Zodiac with Cancer and Capricorn Constellations (the gates from and to 

Heaven) 180° apart. 

 

Variations of the so-called sea horse – the Hippocamp - are rare on Pictish 

Symbol Stones and only seen on Cross Stones. The 

Aberlemno carving is very clear as a pair of intertwined 

beasts with front legs, manes and fish-like or dolphin-like 

tails. Its meaning relative to Standing Stones is unclear.  

 

 

Although not dis-similar to the “sea-goat” or Capricorn 

(the decode for the Pictish Beast) there is no apparent 

Pictish-Mithraism context when displayed in this 

intertwine. 

 

 

Just above the tails is a Triquetra with flat rather than rounded sides. The 

Symbol has ancient Germanic and Celtic art use as well as in Christianity from 

early time to the current day. Its use on this Stone and at St Vigeans and Meigle 

Class 2 Stones is probably Christian as it is not seen on Class 1 Stones. 

 

 

 

 

 



The setting for the roadside Stones is high open land with long distance views in 

all directions – to the north is the 

River South Esk. In the vicinity 

are the remains of a cairn, cist 

and fort. 

 

Of the two Class 1 roadside 

Stones the circles incised on one 

are basically indecipherable. The 

other Stone has four Symbols on 

one side with cup marks low 

down on the other. 
  

With an elongated Latin Cross surrounded by bosses at its arms then a Celtic 

style circle the Class 2 Stone is enhanced with angels holding books on the 

Cross side and a biblical connection on the reverse – a representation of David 

pulling apart the jaws of a lion. Like the Class 2 Stone in the church yard, this is 

also arranged in registers on the reverse. 

 

Alongside the biblical scene is a centaur carrying what looks like an axe over 

his shoulder and perhaps a tree. The middle section is a hunting scene with 

trumpeters (itself in a three register layout) surmounted by a Z-Rod with Double 

Discs and a V-Rod with ornate Crescent. 
 

 

Looking skywards then down to the back of the 

roadside Class 2 Stone, one’s gaze drops firstly 

onto the V-Rod and Crescent then the Z-Rod and 

Double Disc. Compared with many, these are 

rather ornate with the carver taking the pattern 

used on the Cross side to infill the Crescent. In 

Pictish-Mithraism decoding the V comprises two 

arrows (one taking the soul from beyond the 

Celestial Sphere at birth, the other returning it at 

death) with the Crescent primarily being the view 

to the sky. The direction of the arrows is 

suggested by the flame designs as used in all the 

Z-Rod and Double Disc objects. 20 instances of 

the V-Rod & Crescent are at the top of Class 1 

Stones – appropriate positioning for explaining 

one of the fundamental principles of Mithraism – 

here carried onto a “transition” Stone and no less appropriate in a Christian 

explanation of “Heaven”. 



For Pictish-Mithraism the Z-Rod and Double Disc have been decoded as: 

 

 the upper rod signifying morning and the spring equinox (the torch held 

by Cautes),  

 the lower rod as evening and the autumn equinox (the torch held by 

Cautopates),  

 the connecting rod being Mithras (connecting together the day, the 

months between equinoxes and time itself), 

 the discs being multi-depiction with Mithras as Sol Invictus and the Sun 

(Sol) in balance plus being the Moon and Sun in harmony or tension plus 

representing the components of the universe – the Earth at the centre, the 

Planets and the Celestial Sphere. More importantly, in the majority of 

instances of this Symbol, the three-dimensional view suggested by the 

“waist” effect of the lines between the discs represents a contained 

universe – Heaven is beyond that material universe. This Aberlemno 

example is unusual as the lines joining the discs are parallel – maybe the 

carver had space limitations as rod connecting the Z Rods themselves is 

short so the usual position for the “waist” effect lines is not available.   
 

Again looking skywards then down, this time from the front of the roadside 

Class 1 Stone, one sees a serpent then the Z-Rod and Double Disc that dominate 

this Stone (complete with three concentric circles in 

the “double disc” part – the Earth, Planets and 

Celestial Sphere plus the “waist” effect giving a three 

dimensional depth) followed by the Mirror and 

alongside it a Comb.   

 

The Mirror – the second most numerous Symbol on 

the Stones – is in Pictish-Mithraism decoding a 

representation of the Zodiac (here as a very clear 

ring) connected to a Double Disc with the overlap 

point arguably being Capricorn. A Knockando / 

Pulvrenan Stone has a similar layout except the 

centre is dominated by a weathered flower type 

Symbol. The reverse of this Aberlemno Stone has 

cup marks low down. 

 

 

The layout of the Symbols and the size and dominance of the Z-Rod & Double 

Disc may have been prompted by the shape of the Stone – which may have 

originally have been vertical. 

 



 This example of the Comb appears to have seven lines. The number seven has 

important significance in Roman Mithraism. The modern day 

Planets know at the time were Jupiter, Mars, Venus, Mercury and 

Saturn but were combined with the Sun and Moon to give the, 

then, known “Planets”. These seven Planets are associated with the seven steps 

in the ladder of initiation grades in the Roman Mithraic cult. 
 

Looking back up to the Serpent there is arguably a linkage 

between the Symbol on the Stone and the sky, particularly 

night sky, views above it. The serpent in the context of the 

constellations can be Hydra, Serpens or Draco. Hydra as 

one of the 88 modern constellations stretches from Libra to 

Canis Minor (over 90° of the Celestial Sphere) but in the 

period when the equinoxes were in Taurus and Scorpio – 

Mithraic implications - Hydra was considered to extend further by including 

Sextans, Crater and Corvus (more like 180°). Perhaps the serpent Symbol is 

used to explain part of the Mysteries of Mithras such as the serpent’s head 

beyond the seven Planets so at the eighth gate, the Celestial Sphere, reaching 

into Heaven. It also represents eternal time. 

 

Nearby at Flemington Farm a Class 1 Stone was ploughed up in the early 

1960s.The layout of the Horseshoe / Arch and Pictish Beast is the same as the 

Bruceton Stone about 20 miles away.  

 

The Arch is the view into the Roman Mithraeum with 

its tunnel type shape and the Arch is also the shape at 

the so-called Tauroctony end which would have 

housed the Tauroctony statue.  

 

It could also represent the skyward view to the 

Zodiac. 
 

 

The Pictish Beast is decoded as the “sea goat” which is Capricorn – 

astrologically the Gate of the Gods through which the 

soul travels on death into immortality. In Pictish-

Mithraism, the connection between the V-Rod & 

Crescent, the Mirror and the Pictish Beast Symbols is 

Capricorn. On a Symbol Stone the Pictish beast could act 

as a “pointer” to the Capricorn constellation and, with 

reference to the V-Rod & Crescent, enable an explanation of the soul’s travel 

via the Celestial Sphere back to Heaven, and immortality, on death. 

 



When Woodwrae castle (just west of Aberlemno) was demolished in the early 

1800s a Stone was found that had been used for flooring. Central parts of the 

Cross seem to have been chiselled away and areas of the relief carvings on the 

reverse have been removed – predominantly, it seems, of the hunting scene. 

However, some unusual and “one-off” carvings remain.  

 

On the reverse at Woodwrae are a bull (only one of two carvings known beyond 

Burghead), a Double Disc (the only one known with 

peripheral concentric circles), a hunting scene with two 

dogs or hounds (one looks as if it is attacking a large 

animal) and what looks like the remains of an L-shaped Rectangle.  
 

 

On the Cross side there are five carvings of Beasts 

with Exaggerated Claws, Interlaced Animals, a beast 

with human legs in its mouth and a beast carrying 

some prey. The significance of these in Christian 

theology terms is not yet known – there is no arguable 

Pictish-Mithraism relevance. 

 

 

 

And finally for Aberlemno, perhaps the Stones at the church,  Flemington Farm 

and the one once located at Woodwrae castle were erected with the others at the 

roadside (bearing in mind that this may well have been just a track – maybe just 

for access to the Stone site). 

 

 

Bruceton 

 
 

Features – this simply incised Class 1 Stone is near a river in a sloping open 

ground location and has two of the more commonplace Symbol designs. 

 

There are other standing Stones in the vicinity, seemingly without carvings, so 

this one could be part of a set of Stones with some other significance (maybe 

pre-Pictish period). Human bones have been discovered nearby and cists found 

in the mid-1800s within 18m of the Stone. This area either side of the current 

Perth / Angus boundary has a concentrated collection of Stone sites the nearest 

to Bruceton being predominantly Class 2. However, North East and less than 20 

miles away is Aberlemno Flemington Farm and a Stone with the same two 

carvings. 

 



With a right angle in its course, the view from the Stone is down to and across 

the River Isla in the South and East. Water appears to be of significance in 

Pictish-Mithraism with over 15% of locations identified as adjacent to rivers 

and burns.  

 

The Symbols popularly referred to as the 

Horseshoe / Arch and Pictish Beast are the 

only two visible on this Stone – the Arch 

uppermost. The Horseshoe is plain except 

for two concentric circles in the lower 

right.  
 

The Arch is the view into the Roman Mithraeum with its tunnel type shape and 

the Arch is also the shape at the so-called Tauroctony end which would have 

housed the Tauroctony statue. It could also represent the skyward view to the 

Zodiac. 
 

The Pictish Beast is decoded as the “sea goat” which is Capricorn – 

astrologically the Gate of the Gods through which the soul travels on death into 

immortality. In Pictish-Mithraism, the connection between the V-Rod & 

Crescent, the Mirror and the Pictish Beast Symbols is Capricorn. On a Symbol 

Stone the Pictish beast could act as a “pointer” to the Capricorn constellation 

and, with Reference to the V-Rod & Crescent, enable an explanation of the 

soul’s travel via the Celestial Sphere back to Heaven, and immortality, on death. 
 

Being Class 1 and of a simple design, these two Symbols at Bruceton, nearby at 

Aberlemno Flemington Farm and also at Congash in Badenoch and Strathspey 

could be a reminder of Roman Mithraism to people locating to these areas. 

 

 

Cossans, St Orlands Stone 

 
 

Features – with a mixture of commonplace and rarer designs including a “one-

off” this Class 2 Stone is in an isolated, open location and overlooks water. On 

some maps it is shown as Cossins. 

 

An isolated position in low lying fields (prospectively an original location), six 

inhumations found in the mid-1800s with 5 in cists 

and the “one-off” carving of six figures in a boat 

are a few aspects that make this Stone noteworthy.  

 



Furthermore, deep recesses around the ringed Celtic Cross have Interlaced 

Animals on each side of the vertical. On the left a pair biting beak to beak, 

another pair biting beak to tail, one higher up alone and on the right several 

which are not readily decipherable.  

 

This imagery is taken to the reverse of the Stone where two creatures with heads 

opposing at the top of the Stone have opposing fish style tails at the bottom 

connected by interlace patterns on the sides of the Stone – they appear to be 

fighting over what presumably is food. None of these objects suggests any 

specific story or message. 

 

Register type layout is used on the reverse from a V-Rod & Crescent then Z-

Rod and Double Disc at the top then an area that has been removed, a hunting 

scene in two registers – the top having two riders and the lower another two 

riders followed by two dogs, the figures in a boat and, finally, a Beast with 

Exaggerated Claws facing (attacking?) a cow. Decoding the objects is difficult 

except for the V-Rod & Crescent and Z-Rod & Double Disc (see the Case Study 

for Aberlemno for an outline explanation).   

 

The name of the Stone gives no clues either as St Orland is not on any “Saint 

Lists”, or similar, researched so far; perhaps it is a corruption of another name. 

However, its location and proximity to the Dean Water (due south) and Loch of 

Forfar (due north east) plus all its symbols and imagery reinforced by the likely 

spirituality of the adjacent burials makes this is a prime example of a transition 

Stone (between Pictish-Mithraism and Christian beliefs). 

 

 
 

 

Dunfallandy 

 
 

Features – Symbol rich with people, animals, fantastic beasts etc. this Class 2 

so-called “Priest’s Stone” [Clach an T’Sagart in Gaelic] is near a river and the 

site of an old chapel. Notably a scene alludes to a biblical story. 

 

Reputedly located near Dunfallandy chapel (no ruins remain) and near to a 

private grave yard it is possible that this Stone is more-or-less in its original 

position. It is very close to the River Tummel (just to the east) with some 

similar design styles to the Symbol Stone no more than 5 miles away at 

Logierait (the Double Disc and Hippocamp type beasts in particular).  

 



Another example of a transition Stone (from Mithraic to Christian) but with the 

Class 1 elements low key, certainly in size, with two Pictish Beasts (Capricorn 

shapes) plus two examples of the V-Rod & Crescent and one of the Z-Rod & 

Double Disc (see the Case Study for Aberlemno for an explanation). Abernethy 

has the only other example of the hammer and anvil objects and Rosskeen the 

only other tongs – their significance in terms of a religious belief are elusive, 

maybe they just represent the carver’s other skills (not restricted to Stone 

carving). Hammer and tongs also allude to Vulcan with linkages to fire – one of 

the four classical elements. 
 

Like Cossans, there are two creatures with heads opposing at the top of the 

reverse of the Stone connecting to fish style tails at the bottom– they appear to 

be pulling on either side of an animal with long ears (the eyes and nose like a 

dog are apparent).  

 

The Cross side has five Beasts with Exaggerated Claws, two 

interlaced animals (facing one another horizontally head to 

head)and another beast ( a fish monster which looks like a form of 

Hippocamp) initially seems to have human legs protruding from its 

mouth. However, on closer inspection the beast appears to be biting 

or throwing up the person – maybe alluding to the biblical Jonah 

coming out of the mouth of the whale (or fish). 

 

Only one other similar object exists, at Woodwrae where human legs are clearly 

protruding from the beast’s mouth. Also, as at Woodwrae, one of the beasts has 

something in its mouth but here it looks less like prey and more like a stick. 

Other animals on this Stone are a stag and a horse (with rider) which are 

unconnected – one on the Cross side the other the reverse. 

 

Apart from the Cross with Bosses on its arms, the other clearly Christian objects 

are the angels alongside the lower arm of the Cross and on the reverse two 

people facing one another with a Cross between them – they are said to 

represent Saints Paul and Anthony who were contemporary and each has been 

stated as the founder of the monastic way of life. If indeed one of these seated 

figures is Saint Anthony maybe there is a tie in with some of the objects on the 

Cross side of the Stone which might portray the temptations of the Saint 

together with the story of Anthony seeing angels ascending with the soul of 

Paul when he died. It has been suggested there is a figure of Jonah on the Cross 

side – this would fit in with the above mentioned fish monster throwing up a 

person. 

 

 

 



Inveravon 

 
 

Features – four Class 1 Stones, generally with more commonplace Symbols, 

displayed on the wall of a church by the River Spey – recently relocated to the 

porch. The Stone found under the foundation of an old church has a “one- off” 

design. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

V-Rod & Crescent objects appear at the top of twenty Class 1 Stones – arguably 

placed there deliberately so the viewer looks up from the Stone to the sky (for 

smaller Stones) or across the top to the sky (for taller Stones). The object has 

been decoded as the crescent representing the Celestial Sphere and the V-Rod 

being two directional arrows.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In Pictish-Mithraism the soul comes into mortality from Heaven at birth and 

returns to immortality at death. These two examples very clearly show the 

direction of travel (in from the left hand side and out from the right) to a central 

point (the viewer). Although the two examples at Inveravon have different infill 

to the crescents, the design at the focal point is the same on both. 



Two Stones here have Combs of different designs. On the webpage “Mithraic 

Symbols – Identified and Decoded” at www.pictish-mithraism.com , twenty one 

distinct “comb” designs emerged and have been 

analysed into four groups. The Inveravon Combs are in 

separate groups – one has seven teeth on each side of a 

central bar the other has eight teeth below a single bar. 

The latter is very difficult to see on the Stone and, therefore, to decipher – it 

may have seven teeth depending on how lines are counted.  

 

The number seven is of particular importance in Roman Mithraism being the 

number of Planets known in the period – as “gates” it is via these Planets that 

the soul travels from and to the Celestial Sphere. Also there are seven Mithraic 

grades. The presence of features associated with the number seven on Pictish 

Symbol Stones further tends to support a follow through from Roman to Pictish-

Mithraism. 

 

Combs are never seen without associated Mirrors which fall into two patterns – 

described elsewhere in this publication as “ring” and “solid”.  
 

At Inveravon there is one of each, the solid example being on the Stone with the 

Eagle and the Comb with the double row of teeth. 

This association of Mirrors and Combs could 

simplify their interpretation. If the Combs have a 

numeric association with elements of the Mysteries 

of Mithras (as noted above) and combs are all seen 

with mirrors then, arguably, the mirror object is 

also related to the Mysteries. For Inveravon Stone 

No. 2 the Symbol can be decoded as a Double Disc (usually 

representing the Earth, Planets and Celestial Sphere – but, here, lacking the 

central dot to depict the Earth) connecting to the Zodiac specifically at the 

constellation Capricorn.  Inveravon Stone No. 1 has a one- off for a Mirror 

design (which does look like a hand-held mirror) but is more like a Mirror Case 

suggesting some artistic licence or a dual representation including the 

relationship between Mithras and the Zodiac (as with a Mirror Case).  

 

Generally the Triple Disc looks like a receptacle with carrying rings and has 

been referred to as a cauldron. Having what looks like a bar or rod across the 

Triple Disc object at Inveravon brings together two ways of alluding to water as 

a circle with a horizontal line which is a pagan symbol for water plus the 

cauldron. Conversely, or additionally, the decode for this Symbol has the main 

circle as the Zodiac with the smaller circles as the Cancer and Capricorn 

constellations- the gates from and to Heaven. 
 

http://www.pictish-mithraism.com/


There is a complete Pictish Beast on Stone number 4 and a fragment, mainly of 

the head, on Stone number 3. In addition to the decode being the sea goat as the 

sign of Capricorn a prospective further meaning is the Leontocephalous (a 

complex imagery of never ending time). Placed adjacent to the V-Rod and 

Crescent there is an opportunity for someone to talk through immortality 

(Capricorn being the gate to Heaven on death) and infinite time together. 

 

On the middle Stone on the church wall is an Eagle which in Celtic mythology 

was seen as one of the oldest creatures whose wisdom and age were only 

surpassed by the Salmon. Many Pictish Symbol Stones have objects that have 

Celtic connections. 

 

Certainly the most striking of the objects on the set of Inveravon 

Stones is the Mirror Case. Like Mirrors the Mirror Cases have 

“solid” and “hollow” or ring patterns making classification 

difficult as a few “solid” examples have a clear outer ring. 

Whilst the example on Inveravon Stone number 1 is in the 

“solid” majority it is a “one-off” due to its arrangement of partial 

circle plus dots.  

 

Whereas “hollow” Mirror Cases can fairly readily be explained 

as representing the birth of Mithras (the lower part of the design 

being the birth from the rock) and also his holding the Zodiac (i.e. the circle ore 

ring shape) the “solid” objects gave the carver the opportunity to make use of 

the full space enclosed by the outer circle. In this instance there are three 

distinct rings (the Earth, the Planets and the Celestial Sphere perhaps); between 

the outer and first ring in are ten partial circles of slightly differing size with a 

dot in each; between the first ring in and second are four partial circles with dots 

in the spaces in between; there is a single dot in the middle. Neither the shapes 

nor dots nor the numbers of them suggests anything to do with Pictish-

Mithraism – maybe like the lines and dots on the Eagle they are merely 

decorative. 

 

Kintore 
 

Features – several Class 1 Stones with typical Symbols over two sites (one now 

a levelled “hill”) near a river. One of the few examples of connections with the 

number 7. 

 

Found in three locations – dug up in a church yard, found 

when Castle Hill was removed for the creation of a 

railway line and in a garden – these four Stones are now in 

three locations but may at one time have all been together. 



The raised land could well have had significance when the Stones had their 

original use in the Mysteries of Mithras especially as the location is adjacent to 

a river - the River Don. Decodes for the Z-Rod and Double Disc, Mirror, Triple 

Disc with bar and Pictish Beast (there are three at Kintore) are described in Case 

Studies above. The Salmon may have Celtic connections symbolising 

knowledge and wisdom, perhaps reinforced by the Stone being next to a river. 

The rather indistinct Tuning Fork object at Kintore is stylistically different from 

the other ten examples. 
 

There are three unusual Symbols here. Double Crescents of a “back-to-back” 

configuration are also at Newton of Lewesk, Ulbster and Dunrobin Dairy Park 

only – drawn by mirror imaging maybe these are more artistic licence than 

putting over a particular message. There is one other example of a “Concentric” 

Square at Newton of Lewesk – it is very plain unlike Kintore where the design 

has opposed, scallop-like, ornate corners. 

 

Of particular note is the V-Rod and Crescent. Although following the 

“standard” shape the infill here makes this example very 

much a “one- off”. Generically this Symbol is decoded as the 

soul’s travel from and to Heaven 

beyond the Celestial Sphere. These 

journeys are via the seven Planets 

– one of the reasons when the 

number seven is of supreme 

interest in Roman Mithraism. The “dots” on this Stone do 

not appear well on the adjacent photograph so the drawn 

version is shown above. 

 

 

 

Looking at the clusters of “dots” there are seven dots near the left hand 

(downward) pointer or arrow – two on the outer of the crescent and five within 

the crescent. By the right hand (upward) pointer there are eight dots the “extra” 

one being just below the pointer compared with the downward pointer – error or 

of significance or merely the difficulty in counting the dots when there are other 

marks on the Stone? Between the pointers there are also seven dots – two on the 

outer side of the crescent and five within the crescent. It must be remembered 

that the number of known Planets when these carvings were made is not the 

number known now.  The Moon and Sun were also considered to be Planets 

with the Earth at the centre of the Planet circles and, indeed, the universe – not 

as a Planet itself. 

 

 



Maiden Stone (aka Drumdurno Stone) 

 
 

Features – possibly standing only a few yards from its original location, this 

Stone has a mix of Mithraic and Christian era carvings. 

 

Often referred to in Standing Stone books as monsters or fish monsters the 

objects above the Cross look like Hippocamps except that correctly drawn 

Hippocamps have horse heads. Several of these objects on Pictish Symbol 

Stones are difficult to decode due to design variations. Skinnet Chapel at 

Halkirk and Ulbster creatures have the curled tail, no fore legs and soft features 

to the head. Meigle number 1 has four carvings counted in this publication as 

Hippocamps – three are of the type with a fish like tail, one has a curled tail, the 

two that are shown opposing both have fish type tails, horse heads and fore legs 

as does one other object but the example with curled tail has the same soft 

features in the head design as Halkirk and Ulbster and no forelegs. Brodie and 

Logierait Stones are similar to the Maiden Stone with opposing, menacing 

looking creatures with curled tails and no forelegs. Rather confusing but 

categorised here as Hippocamps in the absence of any alternative 

classifications. In this instance there is probably a Christian story attached to the 

Hippocamps with the man standing in between. 
 

Although the top of the Stone is weather worn it looks as if the uppermost 

figures are centaurs as is the figure full-width lower 

down. Allegories could explain the use of these 

Symbols ranging from the explanation of a 

Christian story – St Anthony’s encounter with a 

centaur – to more Mithraic interpretations 

involving the constellation Centaurus, a bull slayer 

etymology or a pun on bull. 

 

Mirror, Comb and Pictish Beast decodes are 

outlined in Case Studies above.  

 

Turning to the Z-Rod with Notched Rectangle here 

is an unusual object. Eleven “notched rectangle” 

objects have been found so far nine of which are 

with Z-Rods. Six not only have the notch at the 

bottom of the rectangle but cut outs on the left and 

right verticals. The Z-Rod can be interpreted as 

those with Double Discs i.e. the torches, albeit 

rotated ninety degrees, of Cautes and Cautopates representing,  respectively, the 

morning and spring equinox and the evening and autumn equinox.  



The Notched Rectangle represents the Roman Mithraeum with side benches and 

end wall which typically housed the Tauroctony. The side cut outs represent 

what are referred to as the cult niches and in an underground Mithraeum would 

have accommodated statues of Cautes and Cautopates. So this composite object 

is a reminder of the Roman Mithraeum and could have been used 

instructionally. 

 

 

Rhynie 
 

Features - eight Stones discovered with church, saint, river and open space 

associations. Two were discovered in the foundations of an older church another 

is most likely in its original open location, the remainder found in what is now 

the village and ploughed up in farmland. One lost and seven currently viewable 

in three locations. Collectively maybe a contender for “cathedral” type 

classification. 

 

The “Craw Stane” was apparently given this name as the Pictish Symbol Stone 

is the only place for a long distance that a crow could sit on and have a wide 

view. Hence the set of photographs to illustrate the point which equally would 

apply to a number of people congregating looking outward and to an inward, 

focal point view from miles around - aspects probably of significance in Pictish-

Mithraism. Given the vantage point, the Stone seems under-utilised in way of 

adornment of carvings but maybe the simplicity is specific with the Salmon 

having Celtic meaning for knowledge and wisdom and the Pictish Beast with its 

Capricorn decode may have acted as a pointer to that constellation. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



In the left hand side lower photograph the Hill of Noth rises to a peak – the Tap 

o’ Noth – where there is the remains of a vitrified fort and very wide views 

across what is now Aberdeenshire including the Craw Stane and other forts.  

 

Crop marks followed by geophysical investigations surrounding and adjacent to 

the Craw Stane have revealed what would have been Bronze and Iron Age 

structures. With the Iron Age finishing in more remote parts by the end of the 

Roman period this Stone could have been erected at the time of a Roman 

withdrawal bridging a prospective move from so-called pagan beliefs (using the 

Salmon) to those of Pictish-Mithraism (using the Pictish Beast representing 

Capricorn). 
 

Now badly worn, the Stones placed on either side of the gate at the north end of 

Rhynie village square were found in an area that is now the 

south end of the village. 

  

One has a Z-Rod & Double Disc – a fundamental Symbol 

used to explain the Mysteries of Mithras – the carving on 

the other Stone is of a man carrying a square shield and 

spear. Also within the area occupied by the village there 

was a Stone recorded over two hundred years ago as 

having a Pictish Beast, V-Rod & Crescent and what looked like a Mirror Case.   

 

At Barflat Farm next to the old kirkyard, two Stones were ploughed up in the 

late 1970s. The partial Stone has a Pictish Beast and what has been assumed to 

be a Comb but in style is more like a simple Decorated Rectangle with other 

indecipherable lines. Only three Pictish Symbol Stones show axe-wielding 

figures – two are engaged in what looks like a fight on the Glamis Manse Stone 

on the Cross side of what was most likely a reused Class 1 Stone i.e. 

“upgraded” to Class 2; a striding figure holding an axe in front is at Golspie and 

the example at Rhynie is incised on a large Stone which has been relocated to 

Aberdeenshire Council offices. Their significance is difficult to assess. 

 

Rhynie Old Church is by the Water of Bogie – two Stones were discovered in 

the foundations during the church’s demolition. Unlike several other locations 

where Symbol Stones have been found when demolishing an old church to 

replace it with a modern building (typically Victorian era), this one was 

demolished and its replacement built in the nearby village of Rhynie.  The kirk 

yard continues as a burial place.  Originally known as St Luag’s church it is 

difficult to ascertain whether that church was dedicated to the Saint or founded 

by him. St Luag, a contemporary of St Columba, has several other names 

including St Moluag (the “mo” prefix being an endearment simply for “my 

dear”).  



He came from Ireland to Scotland in 562 establishing a community at Lismore 

then at Rosemarkie and Mortlach – these later became the Roman Sees of the 

Isles, Ross and Aberdeen. In his time he seemingly founded one hundred 

churches in what we now call Scotland. 

  

At other locations associated with St Luag (St Moluag) and with potentially 

contemporaneous Symbol Stones one, Alyth, is a simple Stone with a Cross but 

Clatt has Class 1 Symbols only. So no pointers to suggest St Luag had actually 

established a church at Rhynie – not least as the Stones in the vicinity are all 

Class 1 and one might expect some Christian iconography at a Mithraic to 

Christian transition location. 
 

As well as a broad array of typical Pictish Symbol Stone objects on the Rhynie 

Church Stones, there is a “one-off” which variously has been described as a 

dog, otter and seal. It is listed in this publication as a “Beast’s Head” in the 

absence of no absolute clarity in the carving. When this Stone was moved to its 

current location thirteen shallow cup marks were discovered. These only appear 

on Class 1 Stones except in the case of Meigle number 1 a Class 2 Stone that is 

a re-used pre-Pictish era standing stone. 

 

With a location having wide open views (from it and to it), line of sight to/from 

a hill top fort, an adjacent river, a number of Symbol Stones with the general 

array of objects used in Pictish-Mithraism (V-Rod & Crescent, Z-Rod & Double 

Disc, Mirror, Comb and Pictish Beast), at least one Celtic religious belief object 

(the Salmon on the Craw Stane) plus identifiable Bronze and Iron Age 

structures Rhynie could be a contender for what the author has called a 

“cathedral” site. In other words it has an importance greater than that of a single 

Stone site that may also not have the pre-historical attachments and topography 

of Rhynie. 

 

Furthermore this is arguably a specifically Class 1 “cathedral” location – there 

are no known transition Stones i.e. Class 2 so there may have been a time gap 

between the end of the Pictish-Mithraism era and the establishment of a 

Christian Church. Not untypically the original Church is located at or nearby a 

Pictish Mithraist site and named after a Celtic Saint. A continuum of religious 

beliefs can be argued for Rhynie from those of the Bronze and Iron Age people, 

to Celtic “pagan”, Pictish-Mithraism, Celtic Christianity, and Roman 

Christianity to Church of Scotland. 

 

 

 

 

 



Tillytarmont 
 

Features – from open farmland at the confluence of two rivers 5 Stones have 

been discovered, mainly through ploughing activity, over a one hundred year 

period. Collectively they have a selection of the more numerous Mithraic 

Symbols. 

 

All of the “top five” Class 1 Symbol Stone figures across what is now Scotland 

are represented here – the V-rod & Crescent (twice), Mirror (twice), the Z-Rod 

& Double Disc (twice), Pictish Beast and Comb. Additionally there is an 

example of a Mirror Case, a Horseshoe / Arch, an Eagle and a Goose – giving 

the name “Goose Stone” to one of the first Stones discovered here – and an 

unusual Z-Rod with Serpent. With finds appearing from the 1860s to 1970s 

maybe there are more Stones in this location which could further lead to the 

speculation about the importance of this site. Elsewhere in this publication the 

idea of the equivalent of a “cathedral” has been mentioned with other 

prospective locations being Rhynie, Aberlemno and St Vigeans. With the piece 

of land where all the Stones were discovered being a relatively narrow strip at 

the confluence of the Rivers Isla and Deveron the “cathedral” prospect is maybe 

further enhanced as water appears to be of significance in Pictish-Mithraism.  

 

An Eagle is not uncommon (of the twenty two bird objects on Stones, sixteen 

are Eagles) but there are only three other examples of a Goose. Maybe the 

Goose links into some Celtic form of belief and worship – it can be associated 

with aggression in Celtic mythology and as symbolising the Holy Spirit in the 

Celtic Church. The Eagle has been seen variously as a symbol of power, the 

noon day Sun, a messenger, eternal life etc. – no specific options for association 

with Pictish-Mithraism but perhaps an acceptance of positioning Pictish-

Mithraism Symbols alongside those of a pre-existing religious belief; 

potentially transition. 
 

Maybe the apparent difference between the two Mirrors ( drawn on pages 22 

and 23 of Appendix A of www.pictish-mithraism.com ) is due to incising tools 

and techniques rather than portraying a different meaning. 

 

Often in Standing Stone books the 

Mirror and Mirror Case are described 

as complementary – hence their 

names. However, for Pictish-

Mithraism interpretation this is 

inapplicable – they are neither mirror, 

nor mirror case but it is convenient to 

use these terms.  

http://www.pictish-mithraism.com/


The Group 1 examples of the Mirror in Pictish-Mithraism decoding comprise 

the Double Disc part of the Z-Rod & Double Disc design with the larger circle 

being the Zodiac. The Tillytarmont example also has the three concentric circles 

in the Double Disc part – these are the Earth, Planets and Celestial Sphere. The 

Mirror Case represents the birth of Mithras (the lower part of the design being 

the birth from the rock) and also his holding the Zodiac (i.e. the circle shape). 

 

The Tillytarmont design of the Comb has seven “teeth”. Only one other 

example of this Symbol type has seven “teeth” on one side of a 

central bar i.e. Collace near Coupar Angus. A Comb at Inveravon, 

Speyside has seven “teeth” on each side of a central bar. The 

number seven has important significance in Roman Mithraism. The 

Planets know at the time were Jupiter, Mars, Venus, Mercury and Saturn. 

Combined with the Sun and Moon the seven “Planets” are associated with the 

seven steps in the ladder of initiation grades in the Roman Mithraic cult. 

 

The Pictish Beast – the sea-goat as Capricorn – is also present on a Tillytarmont 

Stone. Its interpretation complements the V-Rod & Crescent and Mirror at this 

site in enabling the gateway through the Celestial Sphere to Heaven beyond to 

be explained. 
 

Of the Z-Rod and Double Disc Symbols the one discovered in 1944 (known as 

Stone 2) has the usual three concentric circles ( drawn at Appendix A page 34 

of www.pictish-mithraism.com ) compared with the indistinct Stone 3 

discovered in 1867 and refound in 1954 with only two concentric circles. Both 

provide the same message of Cautes and Cautopates linked together by Mithras 

with the associated Symbolism of morning and evening, spring and autumn plus 

the Double Discs having several meanings such as the Earth in the centre with 

the Planets then the Celestial Sphere, the Sun and Moon paired in harmony 

and/or the Sun and Mithras in balance. 

 

Z-Rods with Serpents are unusual - there are only six of the type of design as at 

Tillytarmont. Taking the Z-Rod to represent Cautes and Cautopates connected 

together by Mithras the Double Discs are replaced by 

the Serpent which can be interpreted as a single 

constellation, a set of constellations which stretch 

across about half of the Zodiac, time itself, eternal life 

etc. In Pictish-Mithraism terms this arguably 

reinforces the connectivity and all-embracing position 

of Mithras. 

 

 

http://www.pictish-mithraism.com/


With this selection of Symbols concentrated in a small space and located 

between two rivers the case for Tillytarmont having a purpose well beyond that 

of a stand-alone Symbol Stone is strong; in other words the equivalent of  

“cathedral”. If all the Stones stood together at the same time there would have 

been an opportunity to introduce the basics of the Mysteries of Mithras through 

to more esoteric aspects by progression through the grades. 

 

 

Tullich 
 

Features – one Class 1 Stone is housed by the doorway to the current church 

with fifteen Cross Stones (specifically Class 3). Several church sites have 

dedications to Saints. However, Tullich is rare as its Saint, Nathalan (seemingly 

a native of Deeside), is very likely to have been the founder of the original 

church here.  

 

Located a few hundred yards from the River Dee, a Celtic chapel was 

established by St Nathalan (Nachalan or Nachlan or Neachtan) who became the 

bishop of Tullich and died in 678. Having been found in the old church, it is 

assumed that the Pictish Symbol Stone is more or less in its original location.  

The church has been held by the Knights Templar then the Hospitallers who 

built a fort round the church in thirteenth century. An interesting “mysteries” 

theme links from the time of Pictish-Mithraism to the Knights Templar around 

the twelfth century to the present day – a currently active Freemasons’ Lodge 

chartered in 1815 is named the Lodge of St Nathalan of Tullich-in-Mar. 

 

Considering the Stone would most likely have been alone in an open landscape 

with a surrounding backdrop of hills and mountains (including Lochnagar at 

over 1,000 metres height in the south west) it is not difficult to imagine 

someone looking up to the top of the Stone to the Z-Rod & Double Disc then to 

the sky and heavens beyond.  

 

Very similar to Eassie, Dyce (1), Clatt, Keith Hall, Kintore Castle Hill (1), 

Logie Elphinstone (2), Picardy, Aberlemno Roadside (1) and Cossans. Some of 

the “flame” carving is missing on the upper rod 

(the torch held by Cautes signifying morning 

and the spring equinox) but it reasonably can be 

assumed there would have been flame carving 

on the lower rod (Cautopates’ torch signifying 

evening and the autumn equinox).  

 

 



As usual for this Symbol set, the connecting rod alludes to Mithras connecting 

together the day, the months between equinoxes and time itself. In the discs the 

central dot is Earth, the inner ring the Planets and the outer ring the Celestial 

Sphere. 

 

In the middle of this Stone is the unmistakeable Pictish 

Beast with the “lappet” and dolphin-like snout still 

visible. Style-wise this example is quite unexceptional 

being one of the two thirds that face to the right and 

following the standard pattern. The rationale concluding 

this is a sea-goat – Capricorn – is on the webpage 

“Mithraic Symbols – Identified and Decoded” at www.pictish-mithraism.com . 

 

As mentioned before the Mirror is not a mirror but a Symbol within the 

Mysteries of Mithras so, typically, has been obscured so requires to 

be decoded. Two general patterns have emerged which refer to the 

carving style – “ring” and “solid”. There is some commonality 

amongst examples but unlike the Pictish Beast no standard. Of the 

style at Tullich there are six other examples at Clatt, Daviot, Keith 

Hall, Glamis Manse, Aberlemno and Park House which comprise 

the Double Disc part of the Z-Rod & Double Disc design with the larger circle 

being the Zodiac. 
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